First of all, I would like to send my best wishes for health and peace to you.
We are not currently attending school because of the Covid-19 pandemic. So I'm still in Vinh Son 6 to
teach and look after the children here. We keep the minimum out and most of us won't leave Vinh
Son. It was announced yesterday that we will not be attending a general Mass but will instead be
attending Mass online.
And so is my study, which should have been 3 more subjects after the internship is over and will end
the course and receive a diploma. But with the current situation, we will probably graduate later than
expected. The school plans to hold an online lesson in the remaining 3 subjects to keep up the
graduation process, but our class does not agree with this because the online learning ability will be
limited and there are questions, hard to understand.
At present, my work in Vinh Son 6 is very smooth, the children here do not go to school but the
teachers still assign homework to them and the work assigned to me and my friend Y Rem is to help
them. I do the homework myself. Besides, I also helped make banana bread with the Sisters.
In March, the weather in Kon Tum is hot and some days it rains, making the weather cool and the
trees green.
The pandemic spreads more and more for you and everyone to take care of their health. Everyone is
always in my prayers. I pray you will always stay healthy
Once again, I would like to thank you and everyone at FVSO for always accompanying me, without
the association I think I could hardly be like today. I don't know what else to do in return for that great
gratitude other than to always do my best in my work and in my studies.
Y Uen

